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 what knowledge do we need?
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 why anti-poverty work is important
In an article entitled ‘Putting poverty first’, BASW’s
Chief Executive, Bridget Robb, highlighted the
important help and support that social workers can
offer to people living in poverty.

‘Poverty is an issue for all of us – not just
those who are poor’ (Robb 2013: 19)

 why anti-poverty work is important
There is an ongoing tendency to individualise the
problems that people experience and to view these as
‘personal troubles’ - and not as ‘public issues’ (Mills 1959)
For example, there continues to be a tendency to
individualise domestic violence and rape – to blame
women – but violence is a social problem/public issue

 why anti-poverty work is important
 because the gaps between rich and poor is
continuing to grow
 because injustices that go unchallenged are likely
to become more widespread
 because people who are living in poverty tend to
have the limited political voice
 because poverty and other injustices cause great
human suffering

The knowledge we need
 theoretical knowledge
 factual knowledge
 practice knowledge
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Theoretical knowledge domain (TK)
(abstract theories)
Adapted, abstract
‘parent theories
theories that are developed,
adapted, or ‘borrowed’ from
other disciplines, particularly
psychology, sociology,
organizational theory, etc.

Role and task

Practice theories

abstract theories that analyse
the role, task and purpose of
social work (e.g. social work’s
care and control functions,
/‘revolution’ versus ‘reform’?)

theories relating to direct
practice:
(i) generalist skills and
interventions
(ii) fields of practice
(iii) practice approaches
(iv) values-based perspectives

Factual knowledge domain (FK)
(facts, statistics, evidence, research)
Law

Social policy

Agency policies

Problems

People

knowledge of
the principles of
law/relevant
legislation

knowledge of
relevant social
policy

knowledge of relevant
agency policy,
procedures and
practice

knowledge of
particular
problems (e.g.
domestic violence)

knowledge of
specific groups
of people (e.g.
children/yp)
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Professional use of self/the relationships we build: use
of self-knowledge, intuition, tacit knowledge, self care
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Practice knowledge domain (PK)
(knowledge gained through direct practice/practice wisdom)
Use

Creation

Knowledge and skills use/
Utilisation

knowledge creation and
skills development

(i) skills and interventions
(ii) fields of practice
(iii) practice approaches
(iv) values-based perspectives

Service
users’ TK, FK + PK

Skills/interventions = knowledge, skills and values in action

Working creatively with
complex and unpredictable
contextual situations that
have new or unique features
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 theoretical knowledge
Conservative Party ideology
 free markets are the most efficient way of
producing wealth and therefore should be given
free reign/government support
 the redistribution of ownership from public to
private
 the break up of the welfare state

 factual knowledge
In April 2013, the ‘bedroom tax’ (‘Removal of the
spare room subsidy’) was introduced which stated
that for housing benefit claimants in council or
housing association properties who are deemed to
have a ‘spare bedroom’, they could have their housing
benefit cut by 14% (one extra room) and 25% (two or
more spare rooms).

Poverty in the UK
Poverty statistics

2010–11 – the estimated UK population living below the
poverty line was 13.0 million (21.3%) when housing
costs are taken into consideration
Institute of Fiscal Studies (2012) http://www.ifs.org.uk/comms/comm124.pdf

Relative poverty
– indicates the proportion of individuals with household
incomes below 60% of the average (median) household
income in a particular year after income tax, council tax
and housing costs have been deducted
Institute of Fiscal Studies (2012) - http://www.ifs.org.uk/comms/comm124.pdf

Poverty in the UK

 practice knowledge
Other hardships encountered:
fuel poverty
food poverty
homelessness
debt
illness

 practice knowledge
The emotional impact of poverty
feelings of shame
self blame
guilt
secrecy
powerlessness
hopelessness
despair
injustice

 practice knowledge

 practice knowledge

 the social work skills we need

A lexicon of 80 generalist skills/interventions
1
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interpersonal skills
verbal communication skills
non-verbal communication skills
observation skills
listening skills
communicating active listening
responses
7 memory skills
8 engagement skills
9 emotional attunement skills
10 problem-solving/decision-making
11 creating a rapport/establishing a
relationship that gives confidence
12 welcoming skills
13 demonstrating sympathy
14 demonstrating empathy
15 using intuition/intuitive reasoning
16 information gathering/collecting
baseline data
17 open questions
18 closed questions
19 what questions
20 why questions
21 circular questions
22 hypothetical questions
23 paraphrasing
24 clarifying
25 summarizing
26 giving feedback thoughtfully
27 inviting feedback openly
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39
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43
44
45
46
47
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prompting
probing
allowing/using silences
signalling the feelings and meanings
being expressed
using self-disclosure
skilled ability to end a meeting/
interview/future contact
providing help
giving advice
providing information
providing explanations
offering praise/validation/
encouragement
providing reassurance
using persuasion and being directive
providing practical assistance
providing support
providing care
breaking ‘bad news’
modelling and social skills training
reframing
offering interpretations
recognising/adapting to need
counselling skills
containing anxiety
enabling skills/empowering/inspiring
others
negotiating skills
contracting skills
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80

networking skills
working collaboratively/in partnership
mediation skills
advocacy skills
assertiveness skills
challenging/confrontational skills
dealing with hostility /aggression
managing violence
managing professional
boundaries/confidentiality
recording/form filling skills
note taking/minute-taking skills
report writing skills
letter writing skills
computer skills/IT skills
telephone skills
skilled use of mobile phones/text
messaging
presentation skills
chairing/facilitation skills
using supervision creatively
organizational /administrative skills
reading/comprehension skills
analytic/thinking skills
skilled use of interventions targeted at
structural barriers
skilled use of diplomacy
skilled use of touch
skilled use of humour
skilled us of social media

 practice knowledge
social work skills







to be able to ask good questions
to use observation skills and to adapt the point of contact appropriately
to listen in ways that encourage people to speak about their experiences
to prepare for the kind of responses likely to be encountered
to provide explanations kindly
to provide information thoughtfully – in ways that ensures that the
information is understood and can be used
 to validate people’s best efforts
 to communicate with a warmth, caring and concern for the difficulties
people are facing
 to offer practice support and help if needed

 practice knowledge
People who are upset and frightened

“I’m frightened I’m going to “What do you imagine
will happen?”
be evicted so I just pay it”
“The baliffs will come and
and I’ll be thrown out on
to the streets”

“Has that happened
already to anyone
you’ve heard of?”

 practice knowledge
People who are confused

“I had a leaflet about
how to appeal but I
don’t understand it”

“I’m not surprised –
these leaflets are very
hard to follow. Do you
have the leaflet with
you or can you
remember which part
you found difficult?”

 practice knowledge
People who are misinformed

“The Government’s right
– people shouldn’t take
up extra rooms they
don’t need”
Notes
 in April 2013, there were 14,360 households
on the Bristol Housing Register
 the cost of preventing someone from
becoming homeless was £1,700 compared with
the £5,300 cost of helping someone after they
become homeless (Bristol Housing 2012)

“I think most people who have
extra rooms would agree with
you – and some would be very
willing to move if they could.
But did you know that Bristol
City Council has a housing
shortage? Do you realise that
because of this some families
will be evicted?

 practice knowledge
People who are hostile

“Everyone can get a job
if they try – I know
loads of people who’re
sponging off the state”
Notes
 beneit fraud is less than benefits that are
(a) underpaid and
(b) overpaid due to staff error (CAB 2012)
 tax inspector job losses contribute to a
failure to collect 1.1bn in taxes (Murphy 2010)

“I agree that benefit fraud is
wrong and needs to be stopped
but did you know that the
Government’s own figures show
that fraud constitutes less than
1% of the overall benefit figure.
To have a level of benefit fraud
at less than 1% is still wrong but
how do you feel about the £120
billion unpaid taxes?”

 practice knowledge
People who are indifferent

“It’s nothing to do
with me . . . ”

Options – assess whether they :
a) want to be left alone?
b) want to talk/put their point
of view?
c) want a fight?

Your thoughts/comments?
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